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Where did people stay? What did they do?

William Dyce (painter) and collecting souvenirs

Princess Victoria visits Ramsgate Sands

William Frith painter (Ramsgate Sands)

At first people weren’t very interested in going to 
the seaside but those who did go believed that 
being at the seaside would improve their health.

When the railways 
made it easier for people 
to travel, seaside places

became holiday places where people could go not 
just for their health but to enjoy themselves!
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seaside hotel that was 
built in 1838.
What kind of people 
do you think would be 
able to afford to stay 
in big hotels like this?

Did you guess that it was only rich people who 
could afford to stay in hotels like this? 

All those holiday visitors needed somewhere to 
stay so new hotels were built.
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This is an old postcard showing one of the new 
hotels built in 1863 for people coming to stay in 
Bridlington. It had room for 400 holiday makers.
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The Victorians liked to get away from the smelly, dirty 
towns and cities and visit the seaside “for the good of their 
health”.

This postcard 
shows them 
walking along 
the cliff top 
towards 
Bridlington……….

…………. just as people do now!
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They liked strolling 
along the promenades 
and terraces or sitting 
on benches just as we 
do today.

Victoria Terraces, 
Bridlington - then 
and now.
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New gardens were laid out and planted so that the new 
holiday makers could enjoy walking amongst the flowers 
and shrubs.
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The Victorians loved to go on boat trips to and from 
nearby towns so seaside resorts needed a pier where 
the boats could dock.

People liked to 
walk along the 
piers to enjoy 
the fresh air 
and the views.

Then and now.

The wooden pier at Bridlington harbour.
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A paddle steamer called The‘Frenchman’ sailed 
every day from Bridlington to Filey Bay, 
Flamborough and Scarborough. 

1901
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As well as ‘The Frenchman’ there were sailing boats and rowing boats 
to take out to sea. Sailing cobles were used for fishing in the winter.

1901
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There are no 
rowing boats 
allowed in or out 
of Bridlington 
harbour now!

Why not?
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For people who lived when Victoria was queen, part of the 
fun of being at the seaside was collecting fossils, shells, 
pebbles and seaweeds to take home as souvenirs.

At Bridlington 
people loved to 
collect the 
different pebbles 
from the beach.
Ladies loved 
collecting things 
but they wore 
long, dresses, 
cloaks and shawls 
that got in the 
way.

Painting by William Dyce of people collecting 

pebbles at Pegwell Bay, Ramsgate. (1858)
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This is a cartoon that was published in Punch 
magazine in 1858. The cartoon was making fun of 
the ladies collecting their souvenir pebbles on the 
beach because they had so many problems with 
their heavy skirts, petticoats and bloomers!
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Here was another way of travelling to Pegwell 
Bay in Victorian times. The picture is from a 
newspaper called the Illustrated London News.
Do you think rich people would have travelled 
like this?
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At the beach people could relax and enjoy themselves but 
at first only working class people and poorer people would 
allow themselves to be be seen collecting souvenirs from the 
beach or going for a paddle in the sea. 

Wealthy ladies would nevernevernevernever
be seen paddling in the sea. 
Instead their maids or their 
children’s nannies would take 
the children down to the sea 
so the children could paddle 
almost fully clothed - they 
never swam in the sea –most 
Victorians couldn’t swim!
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This rich and very fashionable family would have 
packed a trunk full of clothes that were ‘fashionable’ 
but not suited to a day on the beach!

1875 Ladies wore long 
dresses and straw 
hats or bonnets to 
keep the sun off their 
faces. 

Sunbathing wasn’t fashionable then so they used 
to keep well covered up and wore hats and carried 
parasols to protect their white skin from the sun.
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This is an old 
postcard showing 
Ramsgate Sands in 
1870. Ramsgate is 
not far from London.

A photograph showing 
Ramsgate Sands now.Sam
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Queen Victoria first visited Ramsgate Sands when she was 
four years old.

A very surprised local said, 
“When I first saw the pale 
and pretty little princess 
she was on the sands of old 
Ramsgate. She wore a 
bonnet with a white ribbon 
round it and she was 
allowed to run and play 
with other children and 
have donkey rides on her 
favourite donkey.”
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Most well off Victorian people went to the beach 
because it was a pleasant and fashionable thing 
to do.

They would sit 
in upright metal 
chairs and draw, 
paint, read, talk 
and just watch 
other people. 
It must have 
been hot in their 
heavy clothes! 

Queen Victoria liked this painting  of 
Ramsgate Sands by William Frith so 

much that she bought it! 
It reminded her of all the times she had 

stayed in Ramsgate as a child.
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Here is another painting 
of Ramsgate Sands in 
1860. You can see 
people sitting on chairs 
and children paddling in 
the sea.

William Frith painted a lot of pictures 
showing Ramsgate Sands.
His paintings show us what it was like 
in those days.
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The Victorians used umbrellas and parasols to keep the sun 
off them. In this painting you can see the newly built hotels 
in the background and a little girl digging with a wooden 
spade on the beach on the left of the picture.

Full size image link

Letter linkLetter linkLetter linkLetter link
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This painting of Ramsgate Sands shows how the Victorians kept 
themselves covered up to keep the sun off their skin. It was 

unfashionable for anyone to get a suntan then.
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Objective:Objective:Objective:Objective: Children will learn to use paintings, postcards and photographs as 
primary sources of evidence to find out about the past. Children will be able to 
identify and describe characteristic features of life in seaside towns in the 19th 
century. 

Children will be able to recognise and describe similarities and differences 
between life at the seaside in 19th century and seasides today. 

NC KS2 POS History:NC KS2 POS History:NC KS2 POS History:NC KS2 POS History:
Knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes in the past 2a, 
2b, 2c, 2d Historical interpretation
Historical enquiry 4a, 4b 
Organisation and communication 5a, 5b, 5c

www.ks1resources.co.uk


